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Stephanie Rankin

From: Kelly Norris Martin <kelly.martin@rit.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 5:29 PM
To: kde5097@gmail.com; roosevelt.mercer@exelisinc.com; Gina Shevchuk; Hector Flores; 

James Macchiano; MEGAN WELLS (RIT Student); S. Manian Ramkumar; Stephanie 
Rankin; Thomas Trabold; Linda Lagree; Dawn Soufleris

Cc: Manny Contomanolis; Christine Licata
Subject: SSTF (Academic) Update from 3.31 meeting

Dear SSTF Graduate Capabilities (Academic) Working Group, 

For those of you who couldn't make it today, the working group met briefly with Manny to ask questions and 
then tackled some of the strategies for the academic portion of the second goal. I'll paste our initial 
drafting/phrasing of those ideas below. They have also been added to the Google Doc as well as a few meeting 
notes. Please read over the strategies and add in comments/thoughts as well as additional strategies you might 
be have before the next meeting. We can continue the discussion at the next meeting on Monday, April 7th at 
3pm in B&L A190.  

Also, just a reminder, Manny said not to worry about if a strategy may seem too difficult/farfetched to 
implement. We are not at that stage. So, here is an opportunity to aim high.  

Thanks and please let me or Dawn know if you have any questions! 
 
Kelly  
 
 
Strategies: Draft 1 from 3.31 meeting 
 

 Every RIT student (100%) should have some kind of applied experience relevant to their chosen degree/program 
(through a coop, field experience, clinical experience, study abroad, etc.) 

 
 Require a multidisciplinary “capstone” experience in senior year for all undergraduates with a connection/service 

to the community.  
 

 Develop an online hub for experience opportunities (faculty projects, faculty research, grant-funded opportunities, 
clinical service, etc.). Experience opportunities would have to be approved by the department/program level prior 
to the student accepting opportunity.  

 
 Promote the student’s individual legacy and community contribution as an integral part of the RIT academic 

culture  
 

 Increase output (creatively: social media, Youtube, etc.) to clearly market what each degrees encompasses, and 
differentiate between degree options where their is large depth and breadth (within GCCIS and KGCOE, for 
example). Include profiles of successful students (their skills and strengths) in marketing/educational material.  

 
 Each college/school would be required to have an undeclared program/major if they do not already.  

 
 Introductory courses in all programs would reserve two seats for non-majors to explore.  

 
 Require a faculty checkpoint/advising/assessment session about academic skills and student’s performance in 

program during the fall of junior year (when students will have had academic and professional experience) 
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 Require all faculty to use myCourses or have some standard for how grades are reported 

 
 Provide centralized RIT supported tutoring for soft skills (multimedia development, entrepreneurship, speaking, 

conflict management, etc.) 
 

 Conduct longitudinal assessments of RIT graduates’ career progression (5, 10, 20 years) 
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